The chromaffin granule as a model for membrane fusion: implications for exocytosis.
Rapid freeze/freeze-fracture and thin section electron micrographic studies of the Ca2+-promoted aggregation and fusion of isolated bovine adrenal medullary chromaffin granule membranes show that the granules undergo a series of morphological changes. The contact region becomes quite extensive and the membrane curvature changes radically at the edge of the contact site. The core material retracts away from the contact site leaving an electron lucent "stripe"; however, it remains adjacent to the membrane in the non-contact areas. The pentalaminar double membrane of the contact region often shows breaks. Close examination reveals that the two granule membranes have fused and become one continuous membrane. Rearrangement of large membrane associated particles (MAPs) can be seen by freeze fracture after Ca2+-promoted granule-granule contact. The broken pentalaminar septum becomes smaller and may break down into globular structures. These observations suggest a series of reactions in which the granules first form an encounter complex, then a stable complex. The membranes within the contact region undergo lateral displacement of the proteins and phase separations of the lipids, and then fuse. Analysis of the kinetics of turbidity and fluorescence changes during granule aggregation and fusion support the main postulates of the model. The initial events of aggregation are facilitated by putative recognition proteins and K+ will promote all activities except fusion. Recent observations that several soluble proteins (synexin, and albumin) will act as fusogens are discussed in terms of the relevance to exocytosis in vivo.